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1. Introduction 29 
Fibre-reinforced composite materials are progressively employed as structural materials in 30 
light-weight ships, road vehicles, aircraft components and armour systems, due to their low 31 
weight, high stiffness and excellent corrosion resistance. The resistance of composite plates to 32 
high-velocity impact is a concern in many industrial applications. In the last decades, 33 
significant effort has been devoted to foster understanding of the dynamic response of 34 
composite laminates consequent to localised impact loading. In composite materials, energy 35 
absorbtion due to plastic deformation is very limitied and their response to localised 36 
transverse impact leads to deformation modes dictated by propagation of longitudinal, shear 37 
and flexural waves travelling in the material at different velocities [1]. 38 
 39 
The damage and failure modes of composites upon impact depend on the plate geometry, 40 
impact velocity as well as on the shape and mass of the projectile. The impact resistance of a 41 
structure is often quantified by the limit velocity (or ballistic limit), defined as the velocity 42 
required for a projectile to penetrate a given material at least 50% of the time. When laminates 43 
are impacted at velocities below the ballistic limit, matrix cracking and delamination have 44 
been recognised to be the main energy dissipation mechanisms. Takeda et al. [2] conducted 45 
impact tests on glass-fibre/epoxy laminates and used high-speed photography to observe the 46 
growth of delamination cracks propagating in the samples, concluding that delamination 47 
growth was associated with flexural wave propagation. Post-impact matrix cracks and 48 
delaminations were also observed by Heimbs et al. [3], who conducted an experimental and 49 
numerical study of the impact behaviour of CFRP composites subject to compressive and 50 
tensile preloads, concluding that tensile preloading leads to a reduction in delamination while 51 
compressive preloading facilitates delamination. At impact velocities near the ballistic limit, 52 
they also observed fibre failure in addition to delaminations and matrix cracks. Other authors 53 
[4, 5] employed theoretical modelling approaches to study delamination of laminates subject 54 
to transverse impact. Some authors have investigated the mechanism of plate spalling induced 55 
by reflection of through-thickness stress waves, see e.g. [6]. 56 
 57 
Studies investigating the deformation and failure mechanisms of laminates impacted above 58 
the ballistic limit are extensively described in the literature and a comprehensive review of 59 
existing work on this subject can be found in Abrate [7]. For example, Cantwell and Morton 60 
[8] observed the mechanisms of perforation of thin CFRP beams and noted that plate failure 61 
involved a shear-off penetration in the upper half of the plate (impact side) and tensile 62 
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breakage of plies in the bottom half. The effect of projectile geometry on the perforation 63 
resistance of fibre-reinforced composites was investigated by Wen [9], who derived a simple 64 
empirical relationship for the ballistic limit by assuming that the resistance provided by the 65 
laminate is composed of a static and a dynamic term, with the latter dependending on the nose 66 
shape of the projectile. Mines et al. [10] conducted ballistic tests on woven, z-stitched and 67 
through-thickness reinforced glass/polyester laminates, varying laminate thickness as well as 68 
mass and geometry of the projectile. Their results showed only small differences in the impact 69 
behaviour of the different composite systems investigated. 70 
 71 
While carbon-fibre (CFRP) and glass-fibre reinforced laminates (GFRP) are the most widely 72 
used material systems in engineering applications, the recent development of new fibres with 73 
extremely high stiffness to weight ratios has greatly improved the ballistic performance of 74 
fibre-composites. They include Nylon, aramids (e.g. Kevlar®), ultra-high molecular weight 75 
polyethylene (e.g. Spectra®, Dyneema®) and PBO (e.g. Zylon®).  Zhu et al. [11] performed 76 
dynamic perforation tests on Kevlar/polyester laminates and found that they outperform 77 
aluminium plates of equal weight in terms of impact resistance. They also tested laminates 78 
with deliberately introduced delaminations and the results showed that the ballistic limit was 79 
not greatly affected by such defects. 80 
 81 
In an attempt to relate the ballistic performance of a given laminate to the velocity and 82 
geometry of the projectile, Cunniff [12] proposed a set of non-dimensional parameters and 83 
argued that the ballistic limit of fibre composites scales with a characteristic velocity 84 
determined by the material properties of the fibres. However, for some types of laminate, the 85 
characteristic velocity introduced by Cunniff does not accurately capture the experimental 86 
data. For example, Karthikeyan et al. [13] recently measured the ballistic performance of 87 
Dyneema® plates (ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene fibre composite) and found that 88 
the characteristic velocity required to normalise the perforation data cannot be deduced from 89 
the fibre properties. Their observations showed that the propagation of flexural wave fronts 90 
followed an almost square-like pattern, due to the extremely low shear strength of this type of 91 
laminate, whereas those observed on CFRP plates were almost circular. 92 
 93 
A considerable body of literature exists on numerical and theoretical predictions of the elastic 94 
response of composite plates subject to various dynamic loading conditions. A possible 95 
analytical treatment of impact on elastic plates follows that given in Zener [14] who expressed 96 
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the transient response of thin simply-supported isotropic plates in terms of mode shapes and 97 
natural frequencies. A similar approach was used by Olsson [15] who extended the theory of 98 
Zener [14] to the case of orthotropic plates. Sun and Chattopadyay [16] employed a similar 99 
technique to investigate the central impact of a mass on a simply-supported laminated 100 
composite plate under initial stress by employing a plate theory that accounts for transverse 101 
shear deformations [17]. They also noted that rotary inertia has only a minor effect on the 102 
dynamic response. Dobyns [18] also used plate theory [17] to analyse the dynamic response 103 
of composite plates subject to loading by pressure pulses of various shapes, in order to mimic 104 
different types of blast loading. Finite strain solutions for the impact behaviour of elastic 105 
plates with fully-clamped boundaries are obtained in the published literature via approximate 106 
techniques, since closed-form solutions are not available in this case. For example, the 107 
Rayleigh-Ritz method was employed by Qian & Swanson [19] for the case of impacted 108 
rectangular carbon/epoxy plates. A reduced model for predicting the dynamic deformation 109 
modes is presented in Hoo Fatt and Palla [20] for the case of composite sandwich plates 110 
subject to loading by a prescribed pressure history. Phoenix and Porwal [21] derived a 111 
theoretical model for the 2D response of an initially unloaded elastic membrane impacted 112 
transversely by a cylindrical projectile, predicting that the structural response comprised 113 
propagation of tensile waves and ‚cone waves‘ emanating from the impact point, with the 114 
cone wave travelling at lower speed. The theory was used to predict the ballistic resistance of 115 
composite systems and predictions were found in agreement with Cunniff’s scaling theory 116 
[12]. 117 
 118 
In this study we derive an analytical model for the dynamic response of a fully-clamped, 119 
circular composite plate subject to high velocity impact by a rigid projectile. Effects of 120 
transverse shear deformations, large deflections and flexural wave  propagation will be taken 121 
into account. In addition, the effect of higher order vibrational modes, activated upon 122 
reflection of flexural waves at the boundaries, will also be modelled. The model is based on a 123 
linear elastic material response but accounts for the geometric non-linearities in the problem 124 
and, to some extent, for material anisotropy. 125 
 126 
It is clear that the prediction of the ballistic limit of arbitrary composite plates is beyond the 127 
scope of the present study, which does not attempt modelling the complex damage 128 
mechanisms activated in composite laminates upon impact. On the other hand the model 129 
presented here provides, for a certain class of composite plates and for an arbitrary projectile, 130 
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the critical impact velocity at the onset of tensile ply failure; this information is readily used in 131 
the design of components exposed to a substantial threat of impact loading (e.g., impact of 132 
runway debris or similar on aircraft structures). The model allows identifying the four main 133 
governing non-dimensional groups of the impact problem and predicts two possible, 134 
distinctive regimes of behaviour.  135 
 136 
The outline of this paper is as follows: in Sections 2 and 3 we derive the analytical models and 137 
describe the FE scheme employed; in Section 4 we validate the analytical models by 138 
comparing analytical and FE predictions; in Section 5 the validated analytical model is used to 139 
compare the damage resistance of glass-fibre and carbon-fibre reinforced composite plates, 140 
and non-dimensional design maps are constructed for both types of laminate. 141 
 142 
2. Analytical modelling 143 
 144 
The elastic response of composite plates to high-velocity impact by rigid projectiles is 145 
dictated by propagation of flexural waves, shear waves and extensional waves travelling in the 146 
material at different velocities. In fibre-reinforced composites, wave speeds are different when 147 
measured along different axes or directions due to the anisotropic behaviour of the material, 148 
see  e.g. Sierakowski and Chaturvedi [22] for a comprehensive account of the dynamic 149 
behaviour of fibre-reinforced composites. Due to the complexity of the problem, exact 150 
solutions are restricted to the use of numerical methods which require high computational 151 
effort, especially when parametric studies are being conducted. 152 
 153 
The objective of this study is to develop an approximate analytical model able to provide, in a 154 
computationally efficient way, reliable predictions of plate deformation associated with the 155 
dynamic elastic response a circular composite laminate subject to high-velocity impact. In this 156 
section, we employ an approach similar to that of Schiffer and Tagarielli [23] to derive the 157 
equations of motion in form of non-dimensional ODEs, and to identify the governing non-158 
dimensional parameters; various assumptions concerning plate deformation and material 159 
behaviour will be explained and discussed in detail. Finally, we define two characteristic 160 
deformation regimes and construct a regime map.  161 
 162 
 163 
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2.1 Governing equations 164 
2.1.1 Material modelling 165 
 166 
In this study we consider symmetric composite laminates comprised of a stack of transversely 167 
isotropic plies with equally spaced fibres (quasi-isotropic layups such as o0 / 60
S
 ±  , 168 
o o o0 / 45 / 90 / 45
S
 −   and so forth. In a first approximation, we neglect the directionality of 169 
material stiffness in the circumferential direction of the plate (in case of a cross-ply laminate 170 
for example) and adopt the concept of effective (or average) laminate stiffness. In doing so, 171 
we define the four effective elastic constants 172 
 
12
3
11 11 11 11
1 12 1
r r fr r
AE E G
hA A h D hSϕ
ν
′
= = − = =
′ ′ ′ ′
 (1) 173 
where ,rE rϕν , frE  and rG  are the effective in-plane modulus, Poisson’s ratio, flexural 174 
modulus and transverse shear modulus, respectively, and 11A′  is the first element of the 175 
laminate’s compliance matrix, inv( )′ =A A . It is important to mention that the stiffnesses 11A′ , 176 
12A′ , 11D′  and 11S ′  in eq. (1) are, in general, dependent on the choice of reference system and 177 
vary along the circumferential direction φ . In order to obtain effective averages, the 178 
properties  were evaluated n times (typically 8n = ) in different reference systems obtained by 179 
rotating an arbitrary cylindrical system about the z-axis by increments 2 /j j nφ π=   (180 
0,1, ,j n=  ) and the corresponding properties jrE , 
j
rG  and 
j
rϕν  were averaged to obtain the 181 
effective laminate properties as 182 
 0 0 0
1 1 1 .
n n n
j j j
r r r r r r
j j j
E E G G
n n nϕ ϕ
ν ν
= = =
= = =∑ ∑ ∑   (2) 183 
The response of the composite is isotropic in the plane of the plate but has bending and shear 184 
moduli independent of the in-plane properties. For the composites modelled in this work, the 185 
very small differences between frE  and rE  allowed to assume fr rE E≈  . 186 
 187 
It should be mentioned here that the assumption of axisymmetric plate deformation is not 188 
ideal for all types of composites; for example experiments [13] have shown that impact on 189 
composite systems with very low shear strength (e.g. Dyneema®) results in flexural waves 190 
propagating outwards with square wave-fronts. The models developed in this paper are not 191 
adequate for this type of composites. 192 
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 193 
2.1.2 Problem geometry and modelling approach 194 
 195 
Consider a fully clamped circular plate of thickness h  and radius R  made from a composite 196 
laminate (see Section 2.1.1) of areal mass hµ ρ= , as sketched in Fig. 1 ( ρ  denotes the 197 
average density of the laminate). The plate is subject to dynamic transverse loading by impact 198 
of a rigid spherical projectile of mass M  and radius sR , travelling at a velocity 0v  199 
perpendicular to the plate surface (Fig. 1a). Here, attention is restricted to impact of relatively 200 
large projectiles, i.e. 2 sR h> , on plates with small to moderate aspect ratios, 201 
0.02 / 0.15h R< < . For these ranges it is reasonable to use the thin plate assumption which 202 
neglects local plate indentations. 203 
 204 
As sketched in Fig. 1b, we assume that the initial phase of response is dictated by propagation 205 
of a flexural wave, emanating from the impact point and propagating towards the boundary. 206 
Despite the dispersive behaviour of flexural waves [1], impact experiments on composite 207 
plates [13, 24] have shown that the shape of the dynamic disturbance does not appreciably 208 
change during this phase and that the flexural wave front can be idealised by an elastic wave 209 
front propagating at a velocity ζ  in the positive r-direction, see Fig. 1b. In the light of these 210 
observations, we assume a simple axisymmetric polynomial displacement field to describe the 211 
initial deformation response of the composite plate, ( ),w r t , in terms of two degrees of 212 
freedom: the centre deflection ( )0w t  and the flexural wave position ( )tζ . When the flexural 213 
wave front reaches the boundary of the plate, i.e. Rζ =  (see Fig. 1c), the plate deflection 214 
profile is affected by the boundary conditions. We denote as ‘Phase 1’ the response ranging 215 
from 0t =  to the instant when the flexural wave reaches the plate’s centre point, 1t , i.e. 216 
( )1t Rζ = , while ‘Phase 2’ represents the response at subsequent times. 217 
 218 
2.1.3 Phase 1 response: 10 t t≤ ≤  219 
 220 
We proceed to derive the governing equations for the plate’s response during Phase 1. In plate 221 
theory, it is convenient to introduce stress resultants in terms of the forces and moments 222 
applied to the plate’s middle surface (per unit length of laminate side) which are defined as 223 
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/2 /2 /2
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N M
ϕϕ ϕϕ ϕϕ ϕϕ
ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ
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τ
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τ
σ σ− − −
       
          
= = =          
          
       
∫ ∫ ∫  (3) 224 
where iN , iM  and iQ  are the in-plane forces, bending/twisting moments and transverse shear 225 
forces, respectively. 226 
 227 
Here, we employ the first-order shear deformation theory of plates (i.e. Mindlin plate theory) 228 
based on the von Karman strain relations, which account for non-linear terms in the in-plane 229 
strain response due to stretching of the plate’s mid-surface. Note that for transverse loading 230 
cases, it is widely accepted that the radial and tangential mid-plane displacements are 231 
vanishingly small compared to the transverse deflections; then, the kinematic relations are 232 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , , ,ru r z t z r t w r z t w r tθ= =  (4) 233 
where u and w are the displacements in the r and z directions, respectively, and rθ  denotes the 234 
rotation of the cross-section in the rz-plane, with reference to the coordinate system shown in 235 
Fig. 1. Employing eq. (4) and imposing axisymmetric deformations, the von Karman strain-236 
displacement relations can be written as 237 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
, , ,1 0 ,
2
r
rr r r rz r
w r t r t w r t
z r t
r r rϕϕ ϕ ϕ
θ
ε ε ε γ γ θ
 ∂ ∂ ∂
= + = = = = + 
∂ ∂ ∂ 
 (5) 238 
and the corresponding curvatures of the middle-surface with respect to the angle of rotation,  239 
( ),r r tθ , are  240 
 
1 0.rrr r rr rϕϕ ϕ
θ
κ κ θ κ
∂
= = =
∂
 (6) 241 
 242 
Let us now assume that plate deformation within the portion ( )0 r tζ≤ ≤  can be 243 
approximated by an axisymmetric polynomial shape function that satisfies the boundary 244 
conditions of the problem. Such a function may be written as 245 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 3
0 2 3
3 2, 1 r rw r t w t
t tζ ζ
 
= − + 
  
 (7) 246 
where ( )0w t  denotes the plate’s centre deflection and ( )tζ  is the flexural wave position 247 
(Fig. 1b); for ( )r tζ> , the plate is assumed to remain straight during Phase 1, hence 248 
( ), 0.w r t = A shear deformation profile that is compatible with the boundary conditions and 249 
symmetry requirements is given by 250 
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 ( ) ( ) ( )
2
rz0, sinrz
rr t t
t
πγ γ
ζ
 
=   
 
 (8) 251 
with ( )rz0 tγ  the shear deformation amplitude. 252 
 253 
The constitutive description for the composite laminate is treated as follows. For a symmetric 254 
laminate, the relationship between the in-plane forces iN  and the corresponding strains iε  is  255 
 ( ) ( )
T T
rr r rr rN N Nϕϕ ϕ ϕϕ ϕε ε γ= ⋅A  (9) 256 
where A  denotes the in-plane stiffness matrix of the laminate. Similarly, the bending and 257 
twisting moments iM  can be related to the corresponding curvatures iκ  as 258 
 ( ) ( )
T T
rr r rr rM M Mϕϕ ϕ ϕϕ ϕκ κ κ= ⋅D  (10) 259 
with D  the bending stiffness matrix of the laminate, and for transverse shear deformations the 260 
stress-strain relationship is given by 261 
 ( ) ( )
T T
rz z rz zQ Q kϕ ϕγ γ= ⋅S  (11) 262 
where S  is the shear stiffness matrix of the laminate and the constant k denotes the shear 263 
correction factor; note that in Mindlin’s plate theory, 5 / 6k =  for rectangular cross-sections. 264 
 265 
 266 
Employing first-order shear theory of plates, the constitutive equations are  267 
 
( )
( ) ( )
0 ;
0 ;
0 .
rr rr r r rr r
rr rr r r rr r
rz r rz z
N C N C N
M D M D M
Q kG h Q
ϕ ϕϕ ϕϕ ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕϕ ϕϕ ϕϕ ϕ ϕ
ϕ
ε ν ε ν ε
κ ν κ κ ν κ
γ
= + = =
= − + = − + =
= =
 
 

 (12) 268 
after defining the axial rigidity C as    269 
 21
r
r
E hC
ϕν
=
−


 (13) 270 
and the bending rigidity D as 271 
 ( )
3
2
.
12 1
r
r
E hD
ϕν
=
−


 (14) 272 
 273 
Now write the total elastic energy of the plate as the sum of the strain energies associated to 274 
bending, membrane and transverse shear  275 
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 ( )
( )
( )
( )
0 0 0
1 1 12 2 2 .
2 2 2
b m s
t tR
rr rr rr rr rz rz
U U U U
M M rdr N N rdr Q rdr
ζ ζ
ϕϕ ϕϕ ϕϕ ϕϕπ κ κ π ε ε π γ
= + + =
= + + + +∫ ∫ ∫
 (15) 276 
Substituting eqs. (5), (6), (7), (8) and (12) in eq. (15) and evaluating the integral terms gives 277 
 ( ) ( )
4
2 2 2 20
rz0 0 rz0 0 rz02 22
526.38 72
8 328 1
r r
r
wE h G hDU w w
ϕ
π ππ γ ζ γ ζ γ ζ
ζ ζν
 = + + + +  −


 (16) 278 
The derivation of the membrane energy, represented by the second term of eq. (16), merits 279 
some further comment. The nonlinear term in rrε , as defined in eq. (5), provides the 280 
relationship between the transverse displacement 0w  and the membrane strain in the radial 281 
direction, and predicts zero strain within the straight portion of the plate, ( )r tζ> . However, 282 
this contradicts experimental observations [25] and theoretical models [21] which suggest that 283 
a tensile precursor wave emanates from the impact point and propagates radially towards the 284 
plate boundary, at a velocity higher than that of the flexural wave speed, thus inducing tensile 285 
radial stresses in the portion ( )r tζ> . The presence of such precursor waves have also been 286 
detected in our FE calculations, as detailed in Section 3. For the range of geometries 287 
considered here (see Section 2.1.2), preliminary FE simulations have shown that the 288 
propagation velocity of the tensile precursor wave is much higher than that of the flexural 289 
wave and it is therefore reasonable to neglect the propagation of the precursor wave and to 290 
assume that the membrane strain, mrrε , is uniform in the radial direction and approximately 291 
equal to the average strain induced in an ideal membrane with a vanishing curvature, 0rrκ =  . 292 
Hence, we write 293 
 
2
01 .
2
m
rr
w
R
ε
ζ
=  (17) 294 
Previous studies [16] have shown that the effects of rotary inertia play only a minor role in the 295 
impact response of composite plates and are therefore neglected in our analysis. Then the total 296 
kinetic energy of the system is given by 297 
  
( )
( )
2 2
0
0
2 2 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 0
1 12
2 2
10.214 0.171 0.0857 .
2
t wwT rdr M
t t
w w w w Mw
ζ
πµ
πµ ζ ζζ ζ
∂∂   = + =   ∂ ∂   
= + + +
∫
   
 (18) 298 
Here, the over-dots denote derivatives with respect to time.  299 
 300 
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The Euler-Lagrange equations are now employed to solve for the time history of the degrees 301 
of freedom ( )0w t , ( )tζ  and ( )rz0 tγ . The Lagrangian function 302 
 L T U= −  (19) 303 
is obtained by combining eqs. (16) and (18), and is used to derive the equations of motion of 304 
the system via the Euler-Lagrange equations 305 
 
0 0 rz0 rz0
d d d0 0 0.
d d d
L L L L L L
t w w t tζ ζ γ γ
    ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
− = − = − =    ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂     
 (20) 306 
Evaluating the derivatives in eq. (20) and writing the equations of motion in non-dimensional 307 
terms, we find that the non-dimensional generalised coordinates  308 
 
0
0 rz0
ww
R R
ζζ γ= =  (21) 309 
are functions of the non-dimensional time / /t t E Rρ=  and of the following set of non-310 
dimensional parameters 311 
 0 02 .
r
r r
Gh Mh M v v G
R hR E E
ρ
ρ π
= = = =

   (22) 312 
Here, 0 andw ζ  represent the normalised centre deflection and flexural wave position, 313 
respectively, while the parameters 0, andh M v  denote aspect ratio, mass ratio and non-314 
dimensional impact velocity, respectively. 315 
 316 
After some algebraic manipulation the non-dimensional governing equations for the Phase 1 317 
response of the plate are obtained as 318 
 
( )
( ) ( )
2 2
0 0 0 0 0
2 2 2 2 3rz0
0 0 02 2
0.318 0.171 0.171 0.514 0.171
0.159 0.857 1 3
21 rr
w w w w Mw
w h w wϕ
ϕ
ζ ζζ ζζ ζ
γ ζ
ζ ζ ν
ζ ν
+ + + + =
  
= − + + +  
−   
    
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 (23) 319 
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( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2
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2
2 4 2 2 4 2 2 2rz0 0 0
0 rz0 02 2
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1 50.343 1 1 3
8 2 22 1 r rr
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ϕ
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ζ ν γ ζ ν
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  
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−   
   
  

 (24) 320 
 ( ) ( )
2 2 3 2
rz0 0 rz00 0.549 0.75 0.3125 1 .rh w G ϕγ ζ γ ζ ν= + + −   (25) 321 
 322 
The impact event can be mathematically described by the following initial conditions  323 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0w t w t v t tζ ζ= = = = = = = =
  (26) 324 
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where 0 0 / rv v Eρ=   is the non-dimensional impact velocity. The initial value problem can 325 
be numerically integrated to obtain the histories ( )0w t , ( )tζ  and ( )rz0 tγ .  326 
 327 
It can be seen from eqs. (16) and (18) that the Lagrangian function (19) is independent of the 328 
plate radius R  and therefore the Phase 1 solutions are unaffected by the boundary conditions, 329 
as for the case of a plate with infinite radius. The Phase 1 solutions cease being valid when the 330 
flexural wave reaches the plate boundary, ( )1 1tζ = , as different deformation modes are 331 
induced by the interaction with the plate’s supports. Correspondingly we modify the shape 332 
functions for Phase 2 response, as detailed in the following section. 333 
 334 
2.1.4 Phase 2 response: 1t t>  335 
We proceed to derive the governing equations for the ensuing Phase 2 response. The 336 
reflection of flexural waves at the clamped plate boundary, commencing at 1t t= , gives rise to 337 
transverse oscillations at higher frequencies which affect the response of the plate. Such 338 
phenomena are not addressed in the current literature [14, 15, 21]; here we construct an 339 
approximate model able to predict the effects of the supports upon the dynamic response of 340 
the laminates. In order to obtain a tractable system of governing equations for the Phase 2 341 
response, only a limited number of mode shapes can be considered.  In a first approximation, 342 
we add two sinusoidal shape functions to the polynomial shape function considered for 343 
Phase 1, as 344 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 22 3
0 1 22 3
3 2 3, 1 sin cos
2
r r r rw r t w t w t w t
R R R R
π π     = − + + +     
    
 (27) 345 
where ( )1w t  and ( )2w t  are the vertical displacement amplitudes corresponding to the first 346 
and second sinusoidal terms, respectively. It should be mentioned that only the first and last 347 
terms in eq. (27) contribute to the centre deflection, ( )0,w r t= , therefore 348 
 ( ) ( ) ( )tot 0 2w t w t w t= +  (28) 349 
is the total centre deflection in Phase 2. Accordingly, the shear deflections in Phase 2 are 350 
modified to 351 
 ( ) ( )
( ) ( )2 rz1 rz2
rz0
2 3, sin sin sin
2 2rz
t tr r rr t t
R R R
γ γπ π πγ γ      = + +     
     
 (29) 352 
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where ( )rz1 tγ  and ( )rz2 tγ  are the shear deformation amplitudes associated to the first and 353 
second sinusoidal terms, respectively. Figure 2 shows the shape functions (27) and (29) at 354 
arbitrary amplitudes. These satisfy the boundary conditions and symmetry requirements of the 355 
problem 356 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tot0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.r r rw r w w r r r rθ θ θ= = = = = = = = = =  (30) 357 
where /totw w R=  and r rz
w
r
θ γ ∂= −
∂
 (see eq.(3)). The four additional DOFs introduced in 358 
Phase 2 are the shear deformation amplitudes associated with the first and second higher-order 359 
mode shapes, 1rzγ  and 2rzγ , respectively, as well as the corresponding non-dimensional 360 
deflection amplitudes defined as deflections  361 
 
1 2
1 2 .
w ww w
R R
= =  (31) 362 
 363 
We now employ the Euler-Lagrange equations (20) and re-write the governing equations (23), 364 
(24) and (25) in terms of eqs. (27) and (29), resulting in six non-dimensional equations of 365 
motion (given in Appendix A) with respect to / /t t E Rρ=  which can be solved 366 
numerically for the histories ( )0w t , ( )1w t , ( )2w t , ( )rz0 tγ , ( )rz1 tγ  and ( )rz2 tγ  after 367 
imposing the following set of initial conditions 368 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
0 1 0,t1 1 1 2 1
0 1 0,t1 1 1 1,0 2 1 2,0
rz0 1 rz0,t1 rz1 1 rz2 1
rz1 1 rz2 1 rz0 1 rz0,t1
0 0
0 0
0 0
w t w w t w t
w t w w t v w t v
t t t
t t t
γ γ γ γ
γ γ γ γ
= = =
= = =
= = =
= = =
   
   
 (32) 369 
Here, the indices including ‘t1’ denote variables evaluated from the Phase 1 solutions at time370 
1t t= . 371 
 372 
The initial (non-dimensional) velocities 1,0v  and 2,0v  (eq. (32)), corresponding to the initial 373 
amplitudes of the higher-order deflection modes, were determined such to satisfy conservation 374 
of kinetic energy between the two phases of response  375 
 
P1 P2
t1 t1T T=  (33) 376 
where P1t1T  represents the kinetic energy of the plate at the end of Phase 1, 1t t= ,  and is given 377 
by  378 
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 ( )
P1 2 2 2 2 2
t1 0,t1 t1 0,t1 0,t1 t1 t1 0,t1 t1 0,t1
10.214 0.171 0.0857
2
T w w w w Mwπµ ζ ζ ζ ζ= + + +     (34) 379 
while, at the beginning of the ensuing Phase 2 response, the kinetic energy reads 380 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
4 2 4 4 2 2
0,t1 0,t1 1,0 2,0 1,0 2,0
2
P2 4 2 2 2
t1 1,0 2,0 0,t1 2,0 1,0 2,0 1,0 2,03
0,t1 1,0 0,t1 2,0
0,t1 2,0
6480 113400 14175
18900 8400 30912
75600
226800 11200
1 .
2
w w v v v v
RT v v w v v v v v
w v w v
M w v
π π π
µ π π π π
π
 + + + + +
 
 = + + − + + + +
 
 + + 
+ +
 

 

 (35) 381 
Now assume identical initial velocities for both higher-order modes 382 
 1,0 2,0 12,0.v v v= =  (36) 383 
Combining eqs. (33)-(36) allows one to solve for the common initial velocity 12,0v . 384 
Experiments and simulations show that, upon reaching the plate boundary, the flexural wave 385 
is reflected towards the plate centre; we do not model explicitly such reflection but we 386 
introduce additional degrees of freedom to represent the excitation of high-order vibration 387 
modes, enforcing conservation of kinetic energy across the two phases of response. 388 
 389 
2.2 Deformation modes 390 
 391 
In this section we proceed to examine the deformation behaviour during both phases of the 392 
response (see Section 2.1). Recalling eq. (5), we note that the magnitude of the average radial 393 
strain  394 
 
0
1 ( )
R
rr rr r drR
ε ε= ∫   (37) 395 
increases, in a first approximation, with the ratio of centre deflection to the position of the 396 
flexural wave front; thus we define  397 
 ( )
( ) ( )
( )
0 1
tot 1
/
/
w t t t t
t
w t R t t
ζ
β
 ≤=  >
 (38) 398 
It can be seen from eq. (38) that the time histories of ( )tβ  are strongly affected by the 399 
flexural wave propagation process: if the flexural wave speed ζ  is low compared to the 400 
transverse plate velocity 0w , ( )max max tβ β =    is likely to be reached in the early phase of 401 
the response, indicating that the peak value of rrε  (eq.(37)) may occur during Phase 1, i.e. 402 
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1t t≤ , thus promoting early penetration of the plate in the wave-controlled phase; on the other 403 
hand, if  0wζ � , the peak strains are more likely to occur in the boundary-controlled Phase 2 404 
response ( )1t t> . Accordingly, two characteristic deformation modes can be identified in this 405 
context: 406 
- Mode 1: maxβ  is reached in Phase 2, i.e. in the boundary-controlled phase of the response; 407 
the peak strains and failure mechanisms will depend strongly on the boundary conditions 408 
(e.g. plate size). 409 
- Mode 2: maxβ  is reached in Phase 1, i.e. in the wave-controlled phase of the response; the 410 
peak strains and failure mechanisms will be less sensitive to boundary conditions.  411 
 412 
It merits comment that the above classification is based on the assumption that the composite 413 
fails by a tensile fibre failure mechanism. While in the case of extreme impact velocities, 414 
localised transverse shear failure is often the dominant failure mode [8], the two deformation 415 
modes defined above are more relevant to problems at the lower end of the high-velocity 416 
impact range (approximately 50 – 300 ms-1). 417 
In Fig. 3 we plot a mode transition map in the M h−  space for the case of elastic, isotropic 418 
plates with 0.25ν = , hence ( )1 2 1 0.4G ν = + =  ; the contours in Fig. 3 denote the mode 419 
transitions for fixed values of non-dimensional impact velocity, 0v . While extremely low 420 
mass ratios M  cause Mode 2 to dominate, the effect of increasing M  is to extend the 421 
Mode 2 domain to smaller h  values; it can also be seen that  if 1.2M > , Mode 2 422 
deformation is fully suppressed for any choice of 0v . If 1.2M < , an increase in 0v  promotes a 423 
Mode 2 response. While the transition map presented in Fig. 3 is valid for plates of arbitrary 424 
stiffness E, strictly speaking, it is limited to the choice of 0.25ν = . However, our calculations 425 
suggest that the sensitivity of the map in Fig. 3 to variations of the Poisson’s ratio is small in 426 
the practical range 0 0.5ν< < . 427 
 428 
3. Finite element models 429 
 430 
Three-dimensional dynamic FE simulations were performed using ABAQUS/Explicit to 431 
validate the analytical model derived above. The FE models consisted of two components, a 432 
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spherical rigid projectile of radius sR  and mass M  and a circular orthotropic plate of radius 433 
R  and thickness h  ; unless otherwise stated, 50 mmR = and 5mmsR = . 434 
 435 
The circular plate was discretised using four-noded quadrilateral shell elements with reduced 436 
integration (S4R in ABAQUS). In the radial direction, the element size was approximately 437 
1.5 mm, while 60 elements were used to discretise the plate along the circumferential 438 
direction. In order to accurately resolve the strain gradients at the impact point, a finer mesh 439 
(element size 0.5 mm) was used for a central patch of radius 6 mm surrounding the point of 440 
first impact. The projectile was modelled as a spherical, rigid surface with its centre of mass 441 
located such to coincide with the z-axis. 442 
 443 
Two different composite laminates were modelled: 444 
 445 
a) Carbon-fibre/epoxy laminates (CFRP). 446 
We considered cross-ply and quasi-isotropic CFRP laminates comprising of unidirectional 447 
AS4/epoxy plies [26] each of thickness 0.125mmlh = and density 
-31580 kgmρ = ; the 448 
elastic lamina properties were taken from [26] and are listed in Table 1. The layups of the 449 
cross-ply laminates were chosen to be symmetric, [0,90]ns, where n was either 2, 5 or 10 to 450 
obtain laminates of total thicknesses h = 1 mm, 2.5 mm and 5 mm, respectively. The quasi-451 
isotropic laminate had a total thickness of 5mmh =  and stacking sequence [0,45,90,-45]5s. 452 
 453 
b) Glass-fibre/epoxy laminates (GFRP). 454 
The GFRP laminates considered here comprised unidirectional E-glass/epoxy plies, each of 455 
thickness 0.125mmlh =  as for the CFRP plates but with a higher density of 456 
-32030 kgmρ = . The mechanical properties of the GFRP laminae (also taken from [26]) 457 
are included in Table 1. The same stacking sequences as for the CFRP are analysed in the 458 
case of the GFRP. 459 
 460 
The laminate was modelled in ABAQUS as a stack of transversely isotropic laminae by using 461 
the built-in composite shell section; this approach is convenient because ABAQUS 462 
automatically computes the laminate’s stiffness matrix from the specified ply thickness, 463 
stacking sequence and material properties according to laminate theory. In this study, 464 
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attention is restricted to the elastic response of composites and therefore, damage and failure 465 
mechanisms are not considered in the FE calculations. 466 
  467 
Simulations were also performed on isotropic plates with density, Young’s modulus and 468 
Poisson’s ratio chosen as -31700kgmρ = , 50 GPaE =  and 0.25ν = , respectively. In these 469 
simulations, an axisymmetric modelling approach was employed: the plate was meshed with 470 
150 elements in the radial direction and 20 elements in the through-thickness direction using 471 
4-noded axisymmetric elements with reduced integration (CAX4R in ABAQUS). 472 
 473 
In both 3D and axisymmetric FE models the plate was fully clamped along its periphery, with 474 
all DOFs constrained to zero. Impact loading was performed by imparting an initial velocity 475 
0v  to the projectile. Contact between the plate and projectile was assumed to be frictionless 476 
and was modelled in ABAQUS using a surface-to-surface contact based on the penalty 477 
contact method with a finite sliding formulation; both plate and projectile were permitted to 478 
move independently subsequent to contact separation.  479 
 480 
In the following we compare the numerical and analytical predictions and explore the two 481 
characteristic deformation mechanisms defined in Section 2.2. 482 
4. Comparison of analytical and FE predictions 483 
 484 
In this section, analytical and FE predictions of centre deflection versus time histories are 485 
compared in order to validate the analytical models, to explore the two characteristic 486 
deformation modes and to examine the sensitivity of the dynamic response to the governing 487 
non-dimensional parameters (eq. (22)). In addition, the sensitivity of plate deflection to 488 
variations of projectile size will be explored and discussed. Initially, we focus on isotropic 489 
material behaviour, in order to compare the two types of predictions in absence of any 490 
inaccuracy caused by the axisymmetric idealisation employed in the analytical models. 491 
Subsequently we probe the accuracy of our analytical models to predict the elastic response of 492 
the CFRP and GFRP laminates (see Section 3) by comparing their predictions to those 493 
obtained from detailed dynamic FE simulations. 494 
 495 
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4.1 Response of isotropic plates 496 
4.1.1 Deflection versus time histories 497 
Analytical and FE predictions of centre deflection versus time are compared in this section for 498 
the case of fully isotropic elastic plates. Two axisymmetric FE simulations were performed 499 
with 50 GPaE =  and 0.25ν =  ( ( )1 2 1 0.4G ν = + =  ), and the plate thickness h, the 500 
projectile mass M and the impact velocity 0v  were chosen to obtain two different sets of non-501 
dimensional parameters h , M  and 0v , corresponding to the two deformation modes 502 
described in Section 2.2. 503 
 504 
In Fig. 4a, analytical and FE predictions of the normalised local deformation parameter 505 
0wβ ζ=  (38) are plotted as functions of the non-dimensional time, / /t t E Rρ= , for the 506 
choice 0.1h = , 0.6M =  and 0 0.04v = . We also include in this figure predictions obtained 507 
from a reduced analytical model that ignores the excitation of the additional sinusoidal mode 508 
shapes during Phase 2 response; the governing equations for this reduced model can be 509 
readily obtained by setting 1 2 rz1 rz2 0w w γ γ= = = ≡  in eqs. (39)-(44), see Appendix A. 510 
According to the mode transition chart presented in Fig. 3, this choice of non-dimensional 511 
parameters should give rise to a Mode 1 behaviour, as indicated by the respective marker, and 512 
the predictions presented in Fig. 4a confirm this, with β  reaching its peak during the Phase 2 513 
response, 514 
1t t> . 515 
In Fig. 4b, the same predictions are plotted in a normalised centre deflection 0 0w w R=  516 
versus t  chart, showing excellent agreement between the FE and analytical predictions. On 517 
the other hand the reduced model significantly under-predicts the deflection of the plate (this 518 
reduced model does not enforce conservation of kinetic energy across the transition from 519 
Phase 1 to Phase 2). 520 
 521 
Figure 4c presents the corresponding predictions of normalised flexural wave position, 522 
Rζ ζ= , as functions of t . Note that the FE predictions of ( )tζ  were determined from the 523 
deformed plate contours by tracing the position of the elastic hinge, defined at the point where 524 
the slope of the deformed middle-surface in r-direction is zero. It can be seen from Fig. 4c that 525 
the analytical and FE predictions are in good agreement, suggesting that the proposed 526 
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analytical model adequately captures the details of the flexural wave propagation mechanism 527 
associated with Mode 1 behaviour. The analytical calculations also showed that, short after 528 
the impact had occurred, the speed of the flexural wave, ζ , was approximately equal to the 529 
shear wave speed in the elastic solid, -1/ 3430mssc G ρ= = , and quickly dropped to reach a 530 
constant speed of -1950msζ = . 531 
 532 
In Fig. 5a we compare FE and analytical predictions of the 0wβ ζ=  versus t  response 533 
corresponding to the choice 0.05h = , 0.05M =  and 0 0.04v = . It can be seen from Fig. 3 that 534 
this set of non-dimensional parameters results in a Mode 2 deformation response, and both 535 
types of predictions included in Fig. 5a show that this is the case, with maxβ  reached clearly in 536 
the Phase 1 response, 1t t< .  The corresponding 0 0w w R=  versus t  traces are illustrated in 537 
Fig. 5b. While the agreement between analytical and FE predictions is satisfying in the Phase 538 
1 response, larger discrepancies occur in the ensuing Phase 2 response, in which the FE model 539 
predicts rapid transverse oscillations which are not picked up by the analytical model due to 540 
the limited number of mode shapes considered in this phase of response. However, the peak 541 
centre deflections, ( )max0 0maxw w R= , as predicted by the FE and analytical model, 542 
respectively, are found in good agreement, while the reduced analytical model, again, 543 
substantially under-predicts the FE results of max0w . However recalling that, for the case of a 544 
Mode 2 response, the onset of fibre failure is achieved during Phase 1 ( 1t t< ), these 545 
discrepancies are not relevant for the prediction of damage initiation. 546 
In Fig. 5c, we present the corresponding analytical and numerical predictions of Rζ ζ=  as 547 
functions of t . Good correlation between both types of predictions is achieved for the initial 548 
phase of response, the flexural wave speed starts to slow down at 1.5t ≈  in the FE results, 549 
while the analytical model predicts a nearly constant wave speed of -1960msζ =  until the end 550 
of the Phase 1 response, at 1t t= . However, the agreement between the two types of 551 
predictions is still reasonably satisfactory. 552 
 553 
Analytical and FE predictions of normalised deflection profiles are compared in Figs. 6a and 554 
6b for the two cases presented in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively; the two snapshots presented in 555 
each figure are taken before and after the flexural wave had reached the plate boundary (i.e. 556 
transition between Phase 1 and 2). Figure 6a shows that the analytical model adequately 557 
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captures the FE predictions of the deflection profile during both phases of this Mode 1 type of 558 
response. For Mode 2 behaviour, analytical and FE predictions are in good agreement during 559 
the initial phase of response (i.e. for 0.76t = , Phase 1), as seen from Fig. 6b. On the other 560 
hand, during Phase 2, the FE predictions show that plate deflection is dictated by higher order 561 
mode shapes which are not accurately captured by the analytical model due to the limited 562 
vibrational modes considered in eq. (27). However, for this Mode 2 type of response, the peak 563 
strains are expected to occur early in Phase 1 (see Section 2.2) and therefore, from a failure 564 
perspective, the discrepancies in plate deflection for 6.2t =  are of minor relevance. 565 
 566 
4.1.2 Sensitivity of the dynamic response to non-dimensional parameters 567 
In this section, the analytical model is employed to examine, for the case of isotropic material 568 
behaviour ( 50 GPaE = , 0.25ν = , 0.4G = ), the sensitivity of the plate’s deflection response 569 
to the governing non-dimensional parameters (eq. (22)). 570 
 571 
In Fig. 7a, analytical predictions of the normalised peak deflections, ( )max 0maxw w R=  and 572 
( )max 0max wβ ζ= , are presented as functions of the non-dimensional impact velocity 573 
0 0v v Eρ=  for the choice 0.05M = ; contours of aspect ratio h h R=  are included for 574 
three different values 0.02, 0.05 and 0.1, respectively. For comparison purposes, we also 575 
include in Fig. 7a predictions of 0wβ ζ=  obtained from corresponding FE simulations 576 
(indicated by triangles, diamonds and circles). It can be seen from Fig. 7a that for some 577 
ranges, the analytical predictions of the peak values of 0w  and β  coincide, indicating Mode 1 578 
behaviour, while those with 0w β≠  are associated with a Mode 2 response, in line with the 579 
transitions plotted in Fig. 3. Both FE and analytical predictions are found in excellent 580 
agreement and show that the effect of increasing 0v  is to monotonically increase both 0w  and 581 
β  for each choice of h , and the slope of the h -contours in the β - 0v  space increases with 582 
decreasing value of h , while in the 0w - 0v  space, the different h -contours are almost parallel. 583 
In addition, Fig. 7a shows that larger aspect ratios lead to smaller values of 0w  and β .  584 
 585 
Similar information is presented in Fig. 7b for the case of a much higher non-dimensional 586 
projectile mass, 0.6M = . For this choice of M the analytical predictions of  0 0w w R=  and 587 
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0wβ ζ=  coincide almost over the entire range shown in Fig. 7b, indicating that Mode 1 588 
behaviour is predominantly active. It can be seen from Fig. 7b that Mode 2 behaviour is active 589 
only in case of thin plates, 0.02h = , impacted at very high velocities, 0 0.022v > ; this 590 
transition can be attributed to (i) the slowing flexural wave associated with a decrease of plate 591 
thickness, and (ii) the increase in the ratio 0wβ ζ=  when the impact velocity is increased, 592 
effectively promoting a Mode 2 response. Note that these observations are in line with the 593 
regime transitions plotted in Fig. 3. In Fig. 7b, the observed trends are similar to those 594 
obtained for the 0.05M =  case (compare Fig. 7a), and the analytical predictions are again in 595 
excellent agreement with those obtained from the FE simulations. 596 
 597 
4.1.3 Influence of projectile dimensions on the deflection response 598 
We proceed to examine the sensitivity of plate deformation to variations of projectile 599 
dimensions, as quantified here by the normalised projectile radius, s sR R R= . First, it should 600 
be clarified that the effects of sR  are not accounted for in our analytical models and therefore 601 
we shall restrict this study to the use of the FE method. 602 
 603 
Axisymmetric FE simulations were performed on isotropic plates ( 50 GPaE = , 0.25ν = , 604 
0.4G = ) and the normalised projectile radius, sR , was varied between 0.04 to 0.5, while the 605 
parameters 0.6M = and 0 0.022v =  were held fixed; the aspect ratio h h R=  was either 0.05 606 
or 0.1. Figure 8 reports the predicted sensitivity of the normalised peak centre deflection 607 
( )max 0maxw w R=  to variations of the normalised projectile radius, sR , for the two choices 608 
of h ; analytical predictions corresponding to the chosen sets of non-dimensional parameters 609 
are included for comparison and show no sensitivity to sR , as expected. It can be seen from 610 
the FE predictions that variations in sR  only play a minor role in the elastic deformation 611 
response, justifying the fact that in our analytical model the contact indentations was 612 
neglected. 613 
 614 
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4.2 Response of composite plates 615 
Having demonstrated that our analytical models are accurate for the isotropic case, we now 616 
proceed to examine the response of composite plates.  The sensitivity of the predicted 617 
response to variations of composite layup are investigated. 618 
 619 
4.2.1 Deflection versus time histories 620 
With reference to Fig. 9, consider clamped circular composite plates of radius 50 mmR =  and 621 
thickness 2.5mmh = , made from a CFRP laminate. The plates are subject to impact loading 622 
by a rigid spherical projectile of mass 3.1gM =  and radius 5mmsR = , travelling at velocity 623 
1
0 86msv
−= . The corresponding analytical and FE predictions of centre deflection versus time 624 
histories are included in Fig. 9a for two different layup choices of equal thickness and areal 625 
mass, [0,45,90,-45]2s (lamina thickness of 0.156 mm, dotted curves) and [0,90]5s (lamina 626 
thickness of 0.125 mm, continuous curves). In the analytical calculations, eq.  was employed 627 
to calculate, for both types of laminate, the effective Young’s modulus rE , Poisson’s ratio 628 
rϕν  and transverse shear modulus rG , as listed in Table 2. Figure 9a shows that the peak 629 
centre deflection, maxw , is found to be in good agreement between analytical and FE 630 
predictions. For the quasi-isotropic laminate, the FE model predicts a slightly lower peak 631 
deflection compared to the cross-ply layup, and the analytical predictions follow this trend. 632 
 633 
The corresponding predictions of flexural wave position versus time histories ( )tζ  are 634 
presented in Fig. 9b; the dashed and solid curves in this figure represent the analytical 635 
predictions, and the FE results are indicated by full and empty circles, respectively. Note that 636 
the FE results of ( )tζ were obtained by tracing the position of the flexural wave front along 637 
the 0°-direction of the laminate. The analytical predictions show that the flexural wave speed 638 
associated to the response of the cross-ply laminate is slightly lower than that of the quasi-639 
isotropic laminate owing to the lower effective Young’s modulus, rE , of the cross-ply layup 640 
(see Table 2), and the FE predictions confirm this scenario. 641 
 642 
The predictions presented in Figs. 9a and 9b were used to plot time histories of 0wβ ζ= , as 643 
illustrated in Fig. 9c. Both types of predictions show that the initial peak in ( )tβ  during the 644 
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Phase 1 response ( 1t t< ) is smaller than that found in Phase 2, hence this response is 645 
associated to Mode 1 behaviour (see Fig. 3). It can be seen from Fig. 9c that the analytical 646 
predictions of both peaks are found in good correlation with those predicted by the FE 647 
models. 648 
 649 
4.2.2 Sensitivity of the dynamic response to non-dimensional parameters 650 
We proceed to examine the effects of the non-dimensional parameters (22) on the deflection 651 
response of laminated composites. For this study, analytical calculations were conducted on 652 
CFRP laminates with lay-up [0,90]ns and radius 50mmR = (see Section 3 for mechanical 653 
properties), and the laminate thickness h , the impact velocity 0v  and the projectile mass M654 
were varied in order to construct non-dimensional response maps similar to those presented in 655 
Fig. 7 for the case of isotropic plates. 656 
 657 
Figure 10 presents two such maps in which analytical predictions of non-dimensional peak 658 
deflections, max maxw w R=  (dashed curves), and maximum local deformation, max maxwβ ζ=  659 
(solid curves), are plotted as functions of the non-dimensional impact velocity 0v  for the 660 
choices 0.05M =  (Fig. 10a) and 0.1M =  (Fig. 10b), with contours of aspect ratio h h R=  661 
included. Also included in this figure are FE predictions of maxβ  obtained for selected points 662 
within the range considered here, in order to provide further validation of the analytical 663 
models. The two charts illustrated in Fig. 10 show similar response characteristics as those 664 
presented in Fig. 7 for the isotropic case, and the analytical predictions are found in excellent 665 
agreement with the results obtained from the FE simulations, which gives us confidence that 666 
our analytical models are adequate to represent the dynamic deformation response of 667 
composite laminates subject to ballistic impact. 668 
 669 
5. Onset of failure 670 
 671 
Having established the accuracy of the analytical predictions, the models are now employed to 672 
determine the onset of tensile failure. Impact experiments on fibre-reinforced composite plates 673 
(see e.g. Heimbs et al. [3]) have shown that fibre failure can initiate at the distal face of the 674 
laminate at impact velocities much below the ballistic limit, leading to a degradation of 675 
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stiffness which can appreciably affect the plate’s dynamic response. The analytical models 676 
presented herein do not account for such failure processes; however, they can be used to 677 
predict their first occurrence by considering a strain-based failure criterion, which is the scope 678 
of this section. In the case of impact from a projectile with general shape it is likely that 679 
composite plates may suffer localised damage in the proximity of the contact point. In what 680 
follows, we assume that such localised damage does not appreciably affect the stiffness of the 681 
composite plate, i.e., contact damage is sufficiently restricted to a small area around the 682 
impact point. 683 
 684 
Before studying the failure behaviour of the laminated plates, it is necessary to assess the 685 
accuracy of the strain predictions provided by our analytical model. To do this we first 686 
compare analytical strain predictions to those obtained from detailed FE simulations and 687 
explore their sensitivity to variations of projectile dimensions. Then, a strain-based damage 688 
initiation criterion is stated to compare the impact resistance of typical CFRP and GFRP 689 
plates, and finally, we construct non-dimensional design charts which can be used to 690 
determine the onset of tensile failure for both types of laminates. 691 
 692 
5.1 Time histories of fibre strain 693 
Finite element simulations were performed on a CFRP plate of thickness 2.5mmh = , radius  694 
50mmR = and lay-up [0,90]5s (see Table 2) subject to impact at 10 86msv
−=  by a ball 695 
projectile of mass 3.1gM = , giving 0.1M = , 0 0.016v =  and 0.05h = ; the normalised 696 
projectile radius s sR R R=  was either 0.05, 0.1 or 0.2 in these calculations. Figure 11a 697 
presents the predicted time histories of radial fibre strain induced in the distal face of the 698 
laminate below the impact point, ( )1 tε ; we also include in this figure the corresponding 699 
analytical predictions of ( )1 tε  which are insensitive to sR . The obtained predictions show 700 
that the strain rapidly rises and soon reaches a peak value, 1,maxε , followed by a more 701 
moderate decay. The FE predictions in Fig. 11a show that the variations of the normalised 702 
plate radius, sR , have small effect on the strain response, ( )1 tε , for the range of sR  703 
considered here; the corresponding analytical prediction follows a similar trend and its peak 704 
value, 1,maxε , is found in good correlation with the FE results. With the above loading 705 
25 
 
conditions, the predicted 1,maxε  values are higher than the quasi-static tensile ductility, 706 
*
1T 1.38%ε =  [26], shown in Figs. 11a and 11b as a reference. 707 
 708 
The FE predictions plotted in Fig. 11a also show that 1,maxε  is reached approximately 15 μs 709 
after the first contact with the projectile has occurred. This raises questions whether the time 710 
histories presented in Fig. 11a are affected by propagation of the tensile precursor wave or 711 
whether radial equilibrium has been achieved, as assumed in our analytical model (see Section 712 
2.1.3). This issue was clarified by tracing the propagation of the tensile precursor wave in 713 
radial direction of the composite plate, as predicted by the dynamic FE simulations. The 714 
results showed that the tensile wave reached the plate boundary 7 μs after the impact had 715 
occurred (average wave speed of 6900 ms-1); hence, the tensile wave only reflected once from 716 
the fixed boundary before 1,maxε  was reached in Fig. 11a. However, further examination of the 717 
stress field in the plate revealed that the magnitude of the tensile wave during 0 < t < 40 μs 718 
was negligible compared to the bending stresses induced through propagation of the flexural 719 
wave; this can be justified by the vanishingly small membrane stresses induced in the plate 720 
during this phase of response (the plate deflection was less than 1.5 mm).  721 
 722 
Figure 11b shows analytical and FE predictions of peak strain 1,maxε  as functions of non-723 
dimensional impact velocity 0 0 / rv v Eρ=  and reveals a nearly linear relationship between 724 
both quantities. It can also be seen from this figure that the effect of the projectile dimension, 725 
represented by s sR R R= , is more pronounced when the impact velocity 0v  is higher. 726 
 727 
If we assume that the composite shows signs of failure at the distal face when *1,max 1Tε ε> , we 728 
find a critical impact velocity at the inception of failure of * 10 43msv
−= (or *0 0.008v =  in non-729 
dimensional terms); this, as expected, is significantly lower than the ballistic limit Lv , 730 
reported in the literature for a similar type of laminate (e.g. Cunniff [12] reports -1150msLv ≈  731 
for the case of a CFRP laminate). 732 
 733 
The choice of identifying the limiting tensile strain with the measured quasi-static tensile 734 
ductility *1Tε  of the composite is obviously only a first approximation; such limiting strain is 735 
expected to be influenced by the applied strain rate, the details of the strain field, the 736 
26 
 
sensitivity of the measured tensile ductility to gauge size. Our calculation provide effective 737 
predictions of the peak tensile strain in the laminate; these may be used as inputs for more 738 
complex failure models, but this is not pursued in this study. 739 
 740 
5.2 Damage resistant design of CFRP and GFRP plates 741 
The validated analytical model is now used to explore the damage resistance of CFRP and 742 
GFRP laminates, as quantified by the critical velocity, *0v ,  at which the failure strain, 
*
1Tε , is 743 
reached at the tensile face. In Fig. 12 we present analytical predictions of maximum fibre 744 
strain, 1,maxε , induced in CFRP and GFRP plates with equal mass and layup [0,90]ns, as 745 
functions of 0v  for the choice 0.05M = ; contours of aspect ratio 0.04h =  and 0.08h =  are 746 
included for each laminate. The predictions show that the choice of h  has vanishing effect on 747 
the magnitude of 1,maxε  for a given type of laminate and that the response of the GFRP plates 748 
is associated to larger values of  1,maxε  compared to CFRP plates impacted at equal velocities; 749 
this can be justified by the lower equivalent stiffness, rE , of the GFRP laminates, see Table 2. 750 
However, taking into account the higher quasi-static ductility of the GFRP laminate, 751 
*
1T 2.8%ε =  (Table 1), it follows that the critical velocities,
*
0v , of the GFRP laminates are 752 
approximately 30 % higher than those predicted for the stiffer (and more brittle) CFRP plates 753 
( *1T 1.38%ε = , see Table 1), which allows concluding that GFRP composites generally 754 
outperform CFRP laminates in terms of damage resilience. 755 
 756 
We now employ the analytical model to determine damage-resistant plate designs and 757 
construct design charts in the h - M - space, for the practical ranges 0.01 1M≤ ≤  and 758 
0.02 0.14h≤ ≤ . Figure 13a presents such a map for the case of CFRP cross-ply laminates 759 
([0,90]ns , / 0.12r rG G E= =  , 0.15rϕν = , see Table 2); we include in Fig. 13a contours of 760 
non-dimensional critical impact velocity, *0v , defined as the velocity at which the maximum 761 
tensile strain in the laminate reaches the failure strain of the CFRP material,  762 
1,maxε =
*
1T 1.38%ε =  (Table 1). Note that the area left to each 
*
0v - contour represents the design 763 
space { h , M } in which the laminate can safely withstand ballistic impact without fibre 764 
damage, i.e. 1,max 1Tε ε
∗< . In Fig. 13b we present a similar design map for the case of GFRP 765 
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cross-ply laminates ([0,90]ns , 0.24G = , 0.26rϕν = , see Table 2) with higher ductility, 766 
max
1 1T 2.8%ε ε
∗= =  (Table 1). 767 
 768 
6. Conclusions 769 
 770 
We developed and validated a physically based model for predicting the dynamic deformation 771 
of fully clamped, circular elastic composite plates subject to impact by a rigid projectile. The 772 
mathematical framework is based on first-order shear deformation theory of plates and takes 773 
into account large deformation, propagation of flexural waves as well as higher-order 774 
vibrational modes emerging in the boundary-controlled phase of response; local indentation 775 
and damage at the contact point are not explicitly modelled, which limits the applicability of 776 
the model to thin plates impacted by relatively blunt projectiles. The constitutive response of 777 
the composite was linear elastic with effective stiffness deduced from the stiffness matrix of 778 
the laminate; the mathematical formulation of plate deflection was based on axisymmetric 779 
shape functions assumed a-priori. This approach yields a set of nonlinear ODEs which can be 780 
solved using common numerical integration methods. 781 
 782 
The dynamic response was found to be governed by only four non-dimensional parameters, 783 
namely h , M , 0v  and G , representing aspect ratio, mass ratio, non-dimensional impact 784 
velocity and transverse shear stiffness, respectively. Two characteristic deformation modes 785 
were identified and non-dimensional transition maps were constructed. 786 
 787 
The analytical models were validated by comparing their predictions to those of detailed 788 
dynamic FE simulations and a good correlation was found for a wide range of plate 789 
geometries, projectile masses and impact velocities. It was shown that neglecting additional 790 
vibrational modes during the boundary-controlled phase of the response can lead to under-791 
predictions of the plate’s centre deflection and peak strain. In addition, detailed FE 792 
simulations showed that the deflection response of elastic plates is only mildly sensitive to the 793 
projectile radius. 794 
 795 
The sensitivity of peak tensile strain to variations of the (non-dimensional) projectile velocity 796 
was examined for two types of composites, (i) carbon-fibre/epoxy (CFRP) and (ii) glass-797 
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fibre/epoxy (GFRP) laminates. It was shown that tensile failure of plies may initiate early, in 798 
the wave-controlled phase of response, and the critical velocities associated to the inception of 799 
damage were found, as expected, below the measured limit velocities for full penetration. It 800 
was found that the GFRP plates can sustain higher impact velocities at the inception of failure 801 
compared to plates made from CFRP of equal mass, concluding that GFRP composites 802 
outperform stiffer and more brittle CFRP laminates in terms of impact damage resilience. 803 
 804 
The critical velocity *0v  provided by the calculations presented here can be interpreted as (1) a 805 
lower bound on the ballistic limit of the plate or (2) as an upper bound on the maximum 806 
impact velocity which a certain plate can sustain with no damage. The analytical models were 807 
used to construct design maps for both CFRP and GFRP laminates in order to aid the selection 808 
of damage-resistant plate geometries. 809 
 810 
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Appendix A. Governing equations for the Phase 2 response 816 
The governing equations for the Phase 2 response ( 1t t> ) are obtained in terms of eqs. (27) 817 
and (29) by employing the Euler-Lagrange equations (20), and are given by 818 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
4 4 4 2
0 2 1 2 0 1
3 2
2 1 2
2 2 2 2 2
rz0 0 2 0 0 2 rz2 rz12
3780 567 648 9451
945 420 11340 560
1 3 4 2 2 5 9 2 3 ,
1 r
M w w w w w w
w w w
h h w w w w w h
ϕ
π π π π
π π
π γ π γ γ
ν
 + + + + + −
= 
 − + + 
 = − + + + + + − −
     
  

 (39) 819 
 
( ) ( )
0 1 2
2 3 2
rz0 rz1 rz2 0 2 0 0 22
1.086 0.19 0.345 0.268
0.0833 2.82 35.9 17 243.6 159.9 120 216 ,
1 r
w w w
h w w w w w
ϕ
γ γ γ
ν
 − + = 
 = − − + + + + + −
  

 (40) 820 
 
( )
( )
( )
0 1 2 0 2
2
rz0 rz1 rz2 0 2
2 3 2
2 2 0
0.1403 0.291 0.352
35.85 25.45 112.9 177.9 1064.40.0833 ,
1 486 270r
w w w M w w
h w w
w w wϕ
γ γ γ
ν
− + + + =
 − − + + + +
= −  
− + +  
    

 (41) 821 
 822 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2 2
2 0 rz0 rz1 rz2 rz0
2 2
rz1 rz2
0 35.85 11.82 6.59 0.449 3.804 3.75 1
0.597 1 0.424 1 ,
r
r r
h w w G
G G
ϕ
ϕ ϕ
γ γ γ γ ν
γ ν γ ν
= − − + + − − +
+ − + −

 
 (42) 823 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2 2
0 2 rz0 rz1 rz2 rz0
2 2
rz1 rz2
0 38.76 25.45 0.449 5.71 2.70 0.597 1
1.25 1 0.486 1 ,
r
r r
h w w G
G G
ϕ
ϕ ϕ
γ γ γ γ ν
γ ν γ ν
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+ − − −

 
 (43) 824 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2 2
0 2 rz0 rz1 rz2 rz0
2 2
rz1 rz2
0 18.88 112.9 3.804 2.70 11.98 0.424 1
0.486 1 1.25 1 .
r
r r
h w w G
G G
ϕ
ϕ ϕ
γ γ γ γ ν
γ ν γ ν
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− − + −

 
 (44) 825 
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Tables 888 
 889 
Table 1: Elastic properties and tensile failure strains of the CFRP and GFRP laminae 890 
considered in this study, as reported in Soden et al. [26]. 891 
 E1 E2  ν12 ν21 ν23 G12 = G13 G23 *1Tε  
 (GPa) (GPa)   (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (%) 
CFRP 126 11 0.28 0.024 0.4 2.6 3.9 1.38 
GFRP 45.6 16.2 0.28 0.1 0.4 6.6 5.8 2.8 
 892 
 893 
Table 2: Stacking sequences, thicknesses, densities and effective elastic properties 894 
(eq. (13)) of selected GFRP and CFRP laminates. 895 
lamina layup h  ρ  rE  rϕν  rG  
material  (mm) (kgm-3) (GPa)  (GPa) 
CFRP [0,45,90,-45]2s 2.5 1580 51.06 0.29 5.26 
CFRP [0,90]5s 2.5 1580 45.6 0.15 5.26 
GFRP [0,90]5s 2.5 2030 24.4 0.26 5.81 
 896 
 897 
  898 
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Figures 899 
 900 
 901 
Fig. 1  Sequence of deformation profiles associated with the response of a clamped elastic plate 902 
subject to impact of a rigid projectile: (a) projectile impinges on the target, (b) propagation of a 903 
flexural wave (Phase 1 response) and (c) excitation of higher order mode shapes due to boundary 904 
effects (Phase 2 response). 905 
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Fig. 2  Various mode shapes used to describe the Phase 2 response of the plate: (a) normalised plate 920 
deflection ( )/ 0,1, 2i iw w R i= = , and (b) transverse shear deformation ( )0,1,2rzi iγ =  as functions 921 
of the normalised radius /r r R= . 922 
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Fig. 3  Non-dimensional chart in the M h−  space showing the transitions between the two 925 
characteristic deformation modes for the case of elastic isotropic plates with 0.25ν =  ( 0.4G = ); 926 
contours of non-dimensional impact velocity 0v  are included. 927 
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 934 
Fig. 4  Mode 1 behaviour: comparison of analytical and FE predictions performed for the case of an 935 
elastic isotropic plate ( 0.25ν = , 0.4G = ) with 0.1h = , 0.6M =  and 0 0.04v = : (a) local 936 
deformation 0 /wβ ζ= , (b) normalised centre deflection 0 0 /w w R=  and (c) normalised flexural 937 
wave position / Rζ ζ=  as functions of non-dimensional time; results obtained from a reduced model 938 
are included in (a) and (b) for comparison. 939 
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 943 
Fig. 5  Mode 2 behaviour: comparison of analytical and FE predictions performed for the case of an 944 
elastic isotropic plate ( 0.25ν = , 0.4G = )  with 0.05h = , 0.05M =  and 0 0.055v = : (a) local 945 
deformation 0 /wβ ζ= , (b) normalised centre deflection 0 0 /w w R=  and (c) normalised flexural 946 
wave position / Rζ ζ=  as functions of non-dimensional time; results obtained from a reduced model 947 
are included in (a) and (b) for comparison.  948 
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Fig. 6  Snapshots of normalised deflection profiles for elastic isotropic plates ( 0.25ν = , 0.4G = ): 952 
(a) Mode 1 behaviour with 0.1h = , 0.6M =  and 0 0.04v = ; (b) Mode 2 behaviour with 0.05h = , 953 
0.05M =  and 0 0.055v = ; analytical and FE predictions are compared. 954 
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Fig. 7  Analytical predictions of the maximum normalised centre deflection (dashed lines), 958 
( )max 0max /w w R= , and local deflection (solid lines), ( )max 0max /wβ ζ= , for the case of elastic 959 
isotropic plates ( 0.25ν = , 0.4G = )  with 0.05M =  (a) and 0.6M =  (b); contours of aspect ratio 960 
/h h R=  are plotted for three different values and FE predictions of  maxβ  are included for 961 
comparison. 962 
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Fig. 8  Analytical and FE predictions of the maximum normalised centre deflection, 967 
( )max 0max /w w R= , as functions of the normalised projectile radius /s sR R R=  for the choices 968 
0.6M =  and 0 0.022v = ; contours of aspect ratio are included for 0.05h =  and 0.1h = ; the 969 
material properties were taken as 50 GPaE =  and 0.25ν = . 970 
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 978 
Fig. 9  Analytical and FE predictions of the deformation response for the case of CFRP plates with 979 
aspect ratio 0.05h =  (see Table 2) subject to ballistic impact by a rigid ball projectile of mass 980 
3.1gM =  and velocity 10 86msv
−= ; both cross-ply [0,90]5s and quasi-isotropic [0,45,90,-45]2s 981 
layups are considered: (a) centre deflection 0w , (b) flexural wave position ζ , and (c) normalised local 982 
deformation 0 /wβ ζ=  as functions of time. 983 
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Fig. 10  Analytical predictions of the maximum normalised centre deflection (dashed lines), 987 
( )max 0max /w w R= , and local deflection (solid lines), ( )max 0max /wβ ζ= , for the case of cross-988 
ply CFRP plates (stacking sequence [0,90]ns , see Table 2)  with 0.05M =  (a) and 0.1M =  (b); 989 
contours of aspect ratio /h h R=  are plotted for three different values, and FE predictions of  maxβ  990 
are included for comparison. 991 
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Fig. 11  Analytical and FE predictions of strain induced at the the tensile face of a CFRP plate 996 
(stacking sequence [0,90]5S , aspect ratio 0.05h = ) below the impact point for the choice 0.1M = :  997 
(a) fibre strain versus time histories, ( )1 tε , for the case 0 0.016v = , and (b) sensitivity of the peak 998 
tensile fibre strain, ( )1,max 1max tε ε=    ,  to variations of non-dimensional velocity, 0v . 999 
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Fig. 12  Analytical predictions of maximum tensile fibre strain, ( )1,max 1max tε ε=    , as a function of 1002 
impact velocity, 0v ,  for CFRP and GFRP plates with equal mass and layup [0,90]ns ; contours of 1003 
aspect ratio h h R=  are included for the choice 0.05M = . 1004 
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Fig. 13  (a) Design chart in the M h−  space for the case of CFRP laminates ([0,90]ns , 0.12G = ,1008 
0.15rϕν = , see Table 2) with contours of non-dimensional critical impact velocity, 0 0 rv v Eρ
∗ ∗=  , 1009 
at the onset of tensile failure failure, 1,max 1T 1.38%ε ε
∗= = ; (b) similar design chart for GFRP 1010 
laminates ([0,90]ns , 0.24G = , 0.26rϕν = , see Table 2) with higher ductility, 1T 2.8%ε
∗ = . 1011 
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